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Abstract – Liver segmentation from abdominal Computed 
Tomography (CT) volumes is an important step in many 
diagnostic and surgical procedures. It is also useful in building 
many related computer aided diagnosis, computer guided 
surgery systems, building anatomical atlases for the abdominal 
area, and many other applications. However, segmenting the 
liver in clinical trials is a challenging task due to the 
variability of liver anatomy as well as the diverse sources the 
images were acquired from. In this paper, we have presented 
various automated and robust frameworks for liver 
segmentation and assessment. In this paper we have to use a 
various Segmentation Algorithms such as Fuzzy C Mean, K-
Mean, K-Nearest Neighbour and Region Growing. These 
Algorithms are mainly used for implementing to classify the 
image into infected region of interest and un-infected part 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Liver Segmentation is a key step in detecting focal lesions. 
Liver segmentation means procedures partition an image into 
its constituent parts or objects. In general, autonomous 
segmentation is one of the most difficult tasks in digital image 
processing. A rugged segmentation procedure brings the 
process a long way toward successful solution of imaging 
problems that require objects to be identified individually. As 
the development of computer technology and medical science, 
computer-aided diagnosis and surgical planning systems aim 
at liver disease are widely used in clinical work. US images 
have to depend upon their knowledge for manual detection of 
infected liver region. 
By qualified professionals remains superior in quality to 
automatic methods, it has two drawbacks. The first drawback 
is that producing manual segmentations is extremely time 
consuming, with higher accuracies on more finely detailed 
volumes demanding increased time from medical experts. The 
second problem with manual segmentations is that the 
segmentation is subject to variations both between observers 
and within the same observer. Similarly we have found out the 
drawbacks in the existed automatic segmentation systems. The 
first one is that there is large variety of clustering algorithms 
which have been implemented by various scholars and it has 
been hard to compare the merits and demerits of various 
algorithms as different algorithms behave differently on the 
type of dataset. Therefore we decided to explore automatic 
detection of infected liver images. Ying guang LI  et al. 
[1]presented a clustering techniques can be implemented for 

mining the region of interest and its segmentation i.e. k-
means, fuzzy c means, region growing etc. but they still not 
give proper segmentation in case of ultrasound image. 
Therefore we decided to explore the segmentation part and 
will try improved algorithms based on particle swarm 
optimization. Song et al [2] presented a fully automatic liver 
extraction scheme based on an adaptive fast marching method 
(FMM). Finally, using the processed image as a speed 
function, FMM was employed to generate the liver contour. 
Clinical validation has performed on 30 abdominal computed 
tomography (CT) datasets. Rong yuan et al [10] presented a 
fully-automatic method was proposed to segment the liver 
from multi-phase contrast-enhanced computed tomography 
(CT) images. As an advanced region growing method, we 
applied various pre- and post-processing to get better 
segmentation from the different phases. Evgin goceri et al [8] 
presented a of quantitative and qualitative analyses using 
sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy metrics show that the 
multilayer perceptron-based approach and a level set-based 
approach, both of which use distance regularization terms and 
signed pressure force function, are the most successful 
methods for liver segmentation from spectral pre saturation 
inversion recovery (SPIR) images. 
 

II. VARIOUS SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUES ARE 
 
2.1. Fuzzy C mean Algorithm: In fuzzy clustering (also 
referred to as soft clustering), data elements can belong to 
more than one cluster, and associated with each element is a 
set of membership levels. These indicate the strength of the 
association between that data element and a particular cluster. 
Fuzzy clustering is a process of assigning these membership 
levels, and then using them to assign data elements to one or 
more clusters. One of the most widely used fuzzy clustering 
algorithms is the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) Algorithm (Bezdek 
1981). The FCM algorithm attempts to partition a finite 

collection of elements into a 
collection of c fuzzy clusters with respect to some given 
criterion. 
2.2 K-Mean Algorithm- k-means clustering is a method of 
vector quantization, originally from signal processing, that is 
popular for cluster analysis in data mining. k-means clustering 
aims to partition n observations into k clusters in which each 
observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean, 
serving as a prototype of the cluster. The problem is 
computationally difficult (NP-hard); however, there are 
efficient heuristic algorithms that are commonly employed and 
converge quickly to a local optimum. These are usually 
similar to the expectation-maximization algorithm for 
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mixtures of Gaussian distributions via an iterative refinement 
approach employed by both algorithms. Additionally, they 
both use cluster centers to model the data; however, k-means 
clustering tends to find clusters of comparable spatial extent, 
while the expectation-maximization mechanism allows 
clusters to have different shapes. 
2.3. Region growing Algorithm: Region growing is a simple 
region-based image segmentation method. It is also classified 
as a pixel-based image segmentation method since it involves 
the selection of initial seed points.This approach to 
segmentation examines neighboring pixels of initial seed 
points and determines whether the pixel neighbors should be 
added to the region. The process is iterated on, in the same 
manner as general data clustering  algorithms. 
 
2.4. K- Nearest Neighbour : The k-Nearest Neighbors 
algorithm (or k-NN for short) is a non-parametric method 
used for classification and regression In both cases, the input 
consists of the k closest training examples in the feature space. 
The output depends on whether k-NN is used for classification 
or regression: 
• In k-NN classification, the output is a class membership. 

An object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, 
with the object being assigned to the class most common 
among its k nearest neighbors (k is a positive integer, 
typically small). If k = 1, then the object is simply 
assigned to the class of that single nearest neighbor. 

• In k-NN regression, the output is the property value for 
the object. This value is the average of the values of its k 
nearest neighbors. 
 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
This chapter Studied literature survey of various Segmentation  
techniques used for liver cancer  and ultrasound imaging 
which is the most effective tool for diagnostics & treatment 
planning.  
Yujin jang et al [9] presented a  propose an effective technique 
for the extraction of liver boundary based on multi-planar 
anatomy and deformable surface model in abdominal contrast-
enhanced CT images. Their method is composed of four main 
steps. First, for extracting an optimal volume circumscribing a 
liver, lower and side boundaries are defined by positional 
information of pelvis and rib. An upper boundary is defined by 
separating the lungs and heart from CT images. Second, for 
extracting an initial liver volume, optimal liver volume is 
smoothed by anisotropic diffusion filtering and is segmented 
using adaptively selected threshold value. Third, for removing 
neighbor organs from initial liver volume, morphological 
opening and connected component labeling are applied to 
multiple planes. Finally, for refining the liver boundaries, 
deformable surface model is applied to a posterior liver 
surface and missing left robe in previous step. Then, 
probability summation map is generated by calculating 
regional information of the segmented liver in coronal plane, 
which is used for restoring the inaccurate liver boundaries. 
Experimental results show that our segmentation method can 
accurately extract liver boundaries without leakage to 

neighbor organs in spite of various liver shape and ambiguous 
boundary. 
 
Ragesh et al [3] presented a Preliminary diagnosis based on 
ultrasound scanning is the first step in the treatment of many 
abdominal diseases. The noisy nature of the ultrasound image 
coupled with minimal contrasting features complicates the 
task of automatic classification if not impossible. This study 
presents a segmentation-based approach to automatic 
classification of ten types of diffused and focal liver diseases 
from ultrasound images. A novel approach using Is contour 
Segmentation based on Marching Squares, a computer 
graphics algorithm is presented. GLCM and fractal features 
are extracted from the segmented ultrasound images and 
classified using support vector machines and artificial neural 
networks (ANN) and the results are analysed An overall 
classification accuracy of 92% is achieved using fractal 
features and ANN. 
 
Carlos platero et al [6] presented a An atlas-based 
segmentation approach is presented that combines low-level 
operations, an affine probabilistic atlas, and a multi atlas-
based segmentation. The proposed combination provides 
highly accurate segmentation due to registrations and atlas 
selections based on the regions of interest (ROIs) and coarse 
segmentations. Their approach shares the following common 
elements between the probabilistic atlas and multi atlas 
segmentation: (a) the spatial normalisation and (b) the 
segmentation method, which is based on minimising a discrete 
energy function using graph cuts. The method is evaluated for 
the segmentation of the liver in computed tomography (CT) 
images. Low-level operations define a ROI around the liver 
from an abdominal CT.They generate a probabilistic atlas 
using an affine registration based on geometry moments from 
manually labelled data. Next, a coarse segmentation of the 
liver is obtained fromthe probabilistic atlas with low 
computational effort.Then, a multi atlas segmentation 
approach improves the accuracy of the segmentation. Both the 
atlas selections and the nonrigid registrations of the multiatlas 
approach use a binary mask defined by coarse 
segmentation.They experimentally demonstrate that this 
approach performs better than atlas selections and non rigid 
registrations in the entire ROI. The segmentation results are 
comparable to those obtained by human experts and to other 
recently published results. 
  
Nida Aldeek  et al [4] presented a Liver segmentation from CT 
volumes has been a challenging problem due to the high inter-
organs intensity similarity, the intra-liver intensity variability, 
and the partial volume effect. In this paper, They perform an 
extensive review of the liver segmentation literature from CT 
and MRI. Furthermore, They propose a Bayesian model for a 
robust and reproducible semi-automatic technique for liver 
segmentation from CT volumes. They train our model and 
validate it using 44 clinical volumes for patients with various 
types of liver abnormality including tumor. Their 
segmentation results show a robust and clinically acceptable 
liver volume for all the 44 clinical cases we have with average 
area overlap accuracy over 87%. Their method is superior to 
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all state of the art methods that has only been validated on less 
number of subjects as They show during the literature survey. 
 
Liu Lipeng et al [7] presented the characteristics of the liver 
image and the shortcomings of the traditional region growing 
algorithm, a modified region growing algorithm is proposed 
based on the adaptive anisotropic filtering. The first, a 
anisotropic filtering algorithm is proposed based on adaptive 
anisotropic filtering and They make images noise reduction 
through it. Second, They studied a method which can select 
seeds automatically, then the parameters which are in the 
region growing algorithm will be obtained through Otsu. 
These innovations and improvements enable segmentation 
algorithm automatic, fast, accurate. Experiments show that, 
the algorithm that this article proposed the region growing 
based on adaptive image segmentation of the liver, the result is 
better than the traditional region growing algorithm. 
 
Jihun oh et al [5] presented a multiphase contrast-enhanced 
magnetic resonance imaging (CE-MRI), liver segmentation is 
an important preprocessing step for the computer-aided 
evaluation of liver disease. However, because of the liver’s 
irregular shape, proximity to surrounding organs, and large 
intensity variation,and peripheral contrast enhancement in the 
kidney, liver segmentation has been very challenging. This 
paper presents a novel hybrid active contour model and overall 
procedures that are specific to liver segmentation. 
 
Neha Bangar et al [14] presented a segmentation method for 
the detection of liver tumor in PET/CT scans is proposed. The 
images are denoised using median filter and binary tree 
quantization clustering algorithm is used for segmentation. 
Finally ROI selection and shape feature extraction is 
performed on the selected cluster to quantify the size of the 
tumor and to check the accuracy of our method with original 
image and K-means Clustering method. 
 
T. Taruna et al [11] presented a The authors analyze the 
history of the terminology of the surgical anatomy of liver 
segmentation based on the main elements of intrahepatic 
distribution of the hepatic veins, of the portal vein, of the 
hepatic artery and of the billiary tract. The sectional anatomy 
of the liver and the current terminology of the liver resections 
compliant to the resolutions of the Brisbane Conference are 
present. 
 
M V sudhamani et al [12] region growing technique to 
examine the neighboring pixels of initial seed points and 
determine whether the pixel neighbors should be added to the 
region or not. The process is iterative and seed point is chosen 
interactively in the suspected region. The contour generated by 
the region growing has been segmented using watershed 
method. The texture features for segmented region are 
extracted through Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM). 
These features are used to classify the tumor as benign or 
malignant using Support Vector Machine (SVM) approach. In 
this paper, a semi-Automated system has been presented 
which is robust, allows radiologist and surgeons to have easy 

and convenient access to organ measurements and 
visualization. 
 
Wei Yuntao et al [13] presented a survey on liver 
segmentation methods and techniques using CT images for 
liver segmentation. An adaptive initialization method was 
developed to produce fully automatic processing frameworks 
based on graph-cut and gradient flow active contour 
algorithms. This method was applied to abdominal Computed 
Tomography (CT) images for segmentation of liver tissue and 
hepatic tumors. Twenty-five anonymized datasets were 
randomly collected from several radiology centres without 
specific request on acquisition parameter settings nor patient 
clinical situation as inclusion criteria. Resulting automatic 
segmentations of liver tissue and tumors were compared to 
their reference standard 
delineations manually performed by a specialist. Segmentation 
accuracy has been assessed through the following evaluation 
framework: dice similarity coefficient, false negative ratio, 
false positive ratio and processing time. The implemented 
initialization method allows fully automatic segmentation 
leading to superior overall performances of graph-cut 
algorithm in terms of accuracy and processing time. The 
initialization method here presented resulted suitable and 
reliable for two different segmentation techniques and could 
be further extended. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper illustrates various Segmentation Algorithms that 
will be useful in building many related computer aided 
diagnosis, computer guided surgery systems, building 
anatomical atlases for the abdominal area, and many other 
applications In this paper we presented various automated and 
robust frameworks for liver segmentation and assessment. In 
the brief survey of existed liver segmentation methods, k-
means, fuzzy-c-means, region growing and similar other 
clustering has been widely used by the scholars. The selection 
of particular algorithm varies according to dataset also. 
Similarly artificial neural networks, svm algorithms have also 
implemented to classify the image into infected region of 
interest and un-infected part. The other thing that has been 
found out in the literature survey is that preprocessing step has 
been used before segmentation in order to reduce speckle 
noise in the CT liver images. Different filters like wavelets, 
median filter etc. are been used in combination with other 
techniques like morphological operations. After surveying it 
has been found that liver ct images need to be enhanced before 
segmentation process and for automatic detection of infected 
region, there is not a single work which can give 100 % 
results. Therefore it is still in the research domain of different  
scholars in order to get automatic segmentation results. 
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